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Multiple Graded Stakes Winner

In-foal to leading-sire CONSTITUTION (A-nick) 

Resulting foal bred on similar cross to TIZ THE LAW 

Hails from family of strong producers

Fastest running of the G1 Rodeo Drive since 1990

OVERVIEW

MIRTH takes them wire-to-wire in the G1 Rodeo Drive in the fastest running of the race since 1990. 



PAST PERFORMANCES

MIRTH ended her 4-year-old 
season with a win in the G3 
Robert J. Frankel. Having to 
sit off the pace, she made a 
sweeping run into the 
stretch and engaged in a 
stretch duel. MIRTH 
prevailed to get her head 
down on the wire in what 
was perhaps the gutsiest race 
of her career. This win 
marked her 2nd Graded 
Stakes victory in just three 
starts against Graded 
company. 

MIRTH (inside) battles down the lane to win the 
G3 Robert J. Frankel as her career finale.

MIRTH broke her maiden by a dominant 8 ¾ lengths as a juvenile going 
2-turns on the turf. After kicking off her sophomore campaign with 
back-to-back victories, she caught the eye of Little Red Feather who 
privately purchased the filly and sent her to the west coast where she 
established herself as a constant force in the filly & mare turf division.

In her Graded Stakes debut, MIRTH made quite the impression as she 
took the field wire-to-wire in the prestigious G1 Rodeo Drive. In this 
hallmark win, MIRTH bested MG2W/G1P Beau Recall, MGSW Elysea's World, 
MGSP Excellent Sunset, and G2W/G1P Paved. 

Mirth's G1 Rodeo Drive win 
was the fastest running of 
the race since 1990. Her 
final time of 1:58.47 was 
faster than multiple G1 
winners: 

WAIT A WHILE
MARKETING MIX

EMOLLIENT
MEGAHERTZ
TATES CREEK



PEDIGREE

Mirth’s first dam, Di’s Delight (French Deputy) was a durable racehorse in 
her own right and is turning in to quite the producer. 

Her foals are durable, consistent horses having earned 28 wins between them 
including 2 Stakes winners, 3 Stakes performers, and 8 individual 
winners. Mirth is the half-sister to the active Stakes winner VAULT who 
will remain in training with Brad Cox for her 5-year-old campaign. 

Di’s Delight herself is a half-sister to SW/MG1P Copper State and Stakes 
winners Bonita Meadow and Super Ciel. She is also 1 of 5 daughters under 
her dam to be a Stakes performer or produce a Stakes level horse. 



IN FOAL TO CONSTITUTION

MIRTH is by the G1 Travers and G1 Santa Anita Derby winner Colonel John 
(Tiznow), which represents an out-cross for nearly all commercial sire 
lines. While MIRTH gives breeders a plethora of options for her future 
matings, she is currently in-foal to leading second-crop sire CONSTITUTION. 

CONSTITUTION (Tapit) is off to a sensational start to his stud career. 
With five graded stakes winners and 17 stakes horses from his first crop, he 
has kept the ball rolling in 2020 and is the #1 Leading Second-Crop Sire.

His most accomplished progeny to 
date is TIZ THE LAW, winner of the:

 G1 BELMONT STAKES
G1 TRAVERS

G1 FLORIDA DERBY
G1 CHAMPAGNE

TIZ THE LAW romps in the G1 Travers. 

Out of a Tiznow mare, TIZ THE LAW is bred on a similar cross to MIRTH's 
current foal. Not only has this cross produced a standout, Classic winning 3-
year-old, but an additional 3 more of Constitution's Stakes winners are out 
of Tiznow-line mares.
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With live foal seasons going for $80,000 in 2020, by the time MIRTH's first foal 
hits the sales ring or track, it can be expected that CONSTITUTION will be 
among the most expensive young stallions standing at stud in North 
America.  

In her career as a racehorse, MIRTH was a durable mare, racing 18 times on 
both the east and west coasts and amassed earnings just shy of $400,000. In 
her hallmark victory in the G1 Rodeo Drive, she bested a field of top fillies/
mares including MG2W/G1P BEAU RECALL and MGSW ELYSEA'S WORLD while 
taking them wire-to-wire in the fastest running of the race since 1990. 

As a Tiznow-line mare, her current foal by leading second-crop sire 
CONSTITUTION is bred on a similar cross to MG1W classic winner TIZ THE 
LAW as well as 3 other Stakes winners from Constitutions first two crops.  

SUMMARY
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